
HB 147 

I am a USAF combat veteran, hold a BS in Public Affairs, MA in counseling.  

Balanced Energy policies must provide Marylanders multiple, reliable, and affordable energy choices.  

I oppose HB 147 it does not provide a balanced energy policy. Intermittent forms of energy such as wind 

and solar are a greater threat to people due to the difficulty producing and transporting energy during 

extreme heat and cold causing more death than any recorded difficulties from fossil fuels. Other 

countries are producing more pollutants than the United States. We are one of the cleanest energy 

producers in the world.  

The verbiage in HB 147 sounds like the sustainable development goals of Agenda 2030 when the 

government decides what fuel to produce and whom it will be distributed to in the community based 

upon a false climate crisis. The World Economic Forum created the climate crisis to control the populace 

and rule the world under a few select nations. The tactics of the WEF is to create a crisis and then 

provide a solution which controls the masses. Agenda 2030 and the Bali Declaration of G20, are 

examples of these strategies.  Another example of the over reaching climate agenda is that bugs will be 

the choice of food for the masses since bugs positively impact the climate crisis. You will own nothing, 

eat bugs and be happy. See the links below.  

Maryland is a breadbasket of food and fuel which can provide bountifully for all Marylanders. 

Marylanders want equal opportunities to produce and consume energy without the government 

deciding for us. This plan ultimately removes choices from individuals and hands over control to the 

government to provide highly regulated expensive fuel to citizens.  

Zero emissions is a term which is highly acclaimed for the populace while the “select few” freely fly the 

globe in their personal jets, fund the military industrial complex, incite global conflict, and promise that 

all lowly people will own nothing and be happy. Transportation and fuels decided by the government 

such as fossil fuels become regulated and extremely costly and will only be available for the extremely 

wealthy.  

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/how-insects-positively-impact-climate-change/ 

 

You'll own Nothing. And You'll be Happy (bitchute.com) 

G20 Bali Leaders’ Declaration | The White House 

 
https://www.un.org/en/global-issues/food 
 

You'll own Nothing. And You'll be Happy (bitchute.com) 

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/how-insects-positively-impact-climate-change/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AIPC4LJ57u2b/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/statements-releases/2022/11/16/g20-bali-leaders-declaration/
https://www.un.org/en/global-issues/food
https://www.bitchute.com/video/AIPC4LJ57u2b/

